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Good Precaution to Disinfect Your

THE SECOND WEEK
IN

THE LEGISLATURE

Council Dill No. 1, Relating to the Selection of Jury
Commissioners, Passed but Little Else

Was Done
Santa Fe, N. M- - Feb. 4. The secLegond week of the
islative Assembly closed with little
accomplished in the way of legislation
Council Bill No. 1, relating to the 'selection of jury commissioners was the
first bill to be passed. This bin passed the council on Thursday morning
and wai put through the house at
the short session on Friday afternoon
under a suspension of the rules. The
bill is as follows:
Be it enacted by the legislative assent
bly of the Territory of New Mexico:
Sec. 1. That section three of chapter 116 of the laws of the Thirty-sixtLegislative Assembly be and the
same hereby is amended to read as
Thirty-Sevent-

h

h

follows:

"Sec. 3. That it shall be the duty
of the several judges of the district
courts to appoint at least once a year
for the several counties of the territory where courts are to be held, three
persons of integrity and good repute,
who are qualified to serve as jurors
under the provisions of this act, not
more than two of whom shall belong

to the same political party, to constitute a jury commission for said county, for a period of twelve months
next succeeding the date when diich
apointment shall take effect."
Sec. 2. That section five of chapter 116 of the laws of the thirty-sixtlegislative assembly, be and the same
hereby is amended by striking out
therefrom, in lines fifteen and sixteen
thereof, the words, "as explained to
us by the judge of the district court."
Sec. 3. That section nine of said
chapter be and the same hereby is
amended by striking out tie, first ten
words thereof, and inserting in lieu
thereof the following words; "Nat
more than ninety days;" and by striking out the fifth and sixth lines of said
section the following words: -- At least
three representative citizens of the
county and:" and by adding at the end
of said section the following: "Provided, however, that the place of said
drawing shall not necessarily be at
the county seat of said county but
may be at such other place convenient
to the presiding judge, as shall be fixed by said notice."
Sec 4. That section eighteen of
said chapter be and the same hereby
is amended to read as follows:
"Sec. 18. The names of all persons
on any list for any one year and who
have not served during such year
shall be subject to be placed on the
list for the succeeding year, but the
name of no person who has nerved as
a juror in any court of record In said
district during any year, shall be plac
ed on the list for the succeeding year.
If a comparison shows that any such
person has been selected and bis name
placed on such list in violation of this
section, his name shall be expunged
from the list by the presiding judge
and taken from the said boxes or
wheels 4a the manner "hereinbefore
provided for the examination and direction of the names on said lists and
in said boxes and wheels and the nam
es of all persons who have died, or
who have otherwise become disqualified, shall be expnnged from said lists
by the presiding judge, and if drawn
from said boxes or wheels when the
names for jurors are being drawn
shall be disregarded and destroyed."
Sec 5. That section twenty of said
chapter be and the same hereby is
amended by adding at the end thereof
"Provided, however,
the following:
that if it be impossible to secure the
prompt attendance of any one or more
commissioners by reason of sickness,
distance from the county seat or other
cause, it shall be within the discretion
of the court to appoint other commis
sioners to serve in lieu of such a"
sentees, for the purpose of this section, but any person so appointed to
fill such vacancy shaU belong to the
same political party as such absentee,
Sec 6. All acts and parts of acts
In conflict herewith are hereby
ed. and this act shall take effect and
be fci foree from and after its passage
and approval.
The council session 'hardly averaged
an hour a day during the week, and
the house did little better, but the
committees have been at work and
many of the members have been busy
"drafting bills for presentation to the
"legislature.
The fight against the governor has
not progressed as satisfactorily as
Mr. Bursum's friends desired or expected. The pet measure of this faction,
the district attorney bill. Is still hung
tip In the committee on judiciary In
the council and tie chances for its
h

.

re-pe-

.

-

passage do not appear to be very good
although its friends still assart that
they have a sufficient number of votes
to pass It over a veto. Should the
bill pass the council it is reasonably
certain that it will be vetoed by the
governor and then the fight will be on
in earnest. Although the biH passed
the house by a vote of 17 to 7, more
majority, it is not at
than
of the house
all likely that
could be mustered again to vote for
the bilL But for tie provision that
the district attorney shall be elected
by the council to serve until January
1909, there would be little objection to
the bill, but the possibility that under this arrangement lax methods
might be adopted In enforcing the law
in certain directions has decided some
of tie members of the legislature
against the measure.
Several bills were introduced in the
house during the week aimed at the
governor and to create the Impression
that the governor or some of the territorial officials were trying to Influence legislation by offers of appointment to office. One of these bills prohibits legislators from accepting appointment at the hands of the governor to any office during their tennis.
This is intended to create the impression that offers of appointment have
been made, but none of the members
of the Bursum faction dare make sucn
a statement.. Another bill introduced
provides a heavy penalty for attempts
on the part of the territorial officials
to influence legislation. One of these
bills was introduced by Beach and the
other by Holt. The bill which disqual
ifies members of the legislature from
accepting office at the hands of the
governor says not a word about accepting office at the hands of the legislative council, in fact it is stated on
good authority that not less than thiee
members of the legislature are willing to act as district attorneys, under
the celebrated district attorney bill
should that measure ever get through.
It was thoughtful to protect the legislators from the wiles of the governor, but it was a serious oversight
not to protect them from the council
as well.
Representative 'Mirabel has determined to give the members of the
legislature an opportunity to reduce
the expenses of the territory. He has
Introduced bills to abolish tne bureau
of immigration, the game and fish
warden and the mounted police. There
appears to be a growing sentiment in
the legislature that the bureau of immigration should be abolished and
that the various counties and cities
in the territory should look after the
matter of advertising locally. It is argued that residents of a section are
better prepared to set out the advantages of their particular localities than
and that it is not just
of one section of
to the
the territory to tax them for advertising some other section. If a countv
wants to advertise its resources Its
own people should be taxed for it and
If a county does not desire to adver
tise it should not be made to
advertising some other section.
two-third-

s

two-thir- ds

ts

tax-paye-

pay-io-
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The second week of the 37th Leg
islative assembly closes with the situation about the same as it was at
the close of the first week. All the
politicians Interested appear to have
forgotten all else but the district attorney biH, and have put in all their
time fighting over that.
It is not apparent that the old gang
or the regulars as they call themselves
have made any gains during the week.
while on the other hand, the followers
of Hagerman are greatly encouraged
and claim victory. Just where the
people come in is not plain. If the
governor wins, and knocks out the
bill, there will be no election of district attorneys by the people, and if
the gang wins, the council, will name
them for two years. Democrats object
to the feature giving the council the
appointive power, but they are heartily in favor of the election o the district attorneys by the people.
The introduction of .bills prohibiting
tfoe- governor said other territorial officials from trading offices for legisla
tives votes, and diqualifying members
of the legislature, have excited considerable comment. It is generally
beUeved that they are right in principle, but the manner of their introduction and their wording does not meet
with general approval. It is understood that Hagerman favors the principle, as he does the election of district attorneys, but be objects to the
.

feature causes the entire measure to
meet the approval of many not inter
ested in the appointment of he district attorneys. So far as can be judged by your correspondent, the line
up is in exact accordance with the in
terests of those lined up. Where a
man expects an appointment, there he
can be found with all his
friends,
while the fellows expecting the appointment from the other side are
with the other fellows.
From present situation there will
be very little important legislation the
coming week, as the fight over the
attorneys bill will take all the time
of the legislators. Sol Luna arrived
the first of the week and started in to
harmonize the two factions. It is understood that the bird of peace lost
all its tail feathers In the harmony effort. Sol is inclined to be with the
governor, but all his political friends
are on the other side and they arc
making things more than interesting.
It is claimed that Sol will line up with
the Governor's forces next week, tut
it is extremely doubtful if he participates in the fight.
Hagerman has surprised, even his
friends by coming to the' front in tlie
horu of need with a strong hand, and
it is safe to say that never in his political history has a present boss of
the regular party organization met
with such resistance as is now being
put up to him in both houses of the
legislature, unless it was in the memo
rable struggle in the last house to
oust the present speaker, when it is
known "that it took the combined forces of all the territorial officials and all
the party bosses, including both
and Sol.
Regardless of the statements of the
politicians on both sides, the outcome
of the fight is extremely doubtful.
The regulars claim 'eight and nine
votes, and the Hagerman people claim
six. Your correspondent figures that
the old gang can certainly count on
seven votes, and he believes Hagerman is well assured of five, but as a
betting proposition It is safer to put
your money on the old gang being able
to rally the eight votes when the moment arrives. The democrats general
ly favor the bill, amended if possible,
but with six districts in sight they
want the bill to pass in some shape.
The bill introduced by Hudspeth, re
ducing railroad fares to three cent3,
appears to be a popular measure, and
if nothing happens in the way of
combinations, will pass both of
the houses. Both Waldo and Twitch-el- l
are here watching legislation.
From the returns to a number of inquires set on foot by your bureau, it
would appear that the people have
great confidence In Hagerman, and be
lieve he will sign any good bill giving
the election of district attorneys to
the people, and several suggest a compromise.
It is reported that Hagerman will accept an immediate election
or one within sixty days. This would
meet with the approval of the majority
It is reported that Hagerman will
soon send his appointments to the
council, and that at least will include
several democrats. The council will
refuse to confirm, in all probability,
although the governor can not be de
prived of the appointment of the trca3
urer, auditors, and other officials acting for the entire territory.
Bur-su-
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DID NOT REDUCE

White.

Several witnesses described the
shooting and the arrest of Thaw.
Paul Brudi, a fireman who arrested
Thaw, said on
that
Thaw wa3 pale, and that his eyes appeared to be staring at the time of
the arrest.
The prosecution rested its case with
the testimony of the doctors who
performed the autopsy.
.
Attorney Gleason began an address
to the Thaw jury at 2:05 this afternoon. He said that Thaw was suffering from insanity, hereditary in its
nature, when he shot White. Gleason
declared that Thaw nelieved he was
acting on the word of Providence
when he killed Stanford White, that
he acted without malice and did not
know the nature or quality of his act.

LUMBER RATES

cross-examinati-

BE-

Secretary Metcalf Will Issue Orders
Pacific
American
to Consolidate
and Asiatic Squadrons Into One
Object, the Protection of
Fleet.
Pacific Slope and
Case of War.

Tokio, Feb. 4.

Dependencies

in

Baron Kano, form-

tables of Five Hundred Saturday afternoon, complimentary to Miss Cor-teBell, who is oon to become a
bride. It was a stocking shower, and
after a pleasant afternoon at cards
this feature was introduced. The
guests were invited into the pink and
white dining room, where the table
was the center of attraction. On the
table was a placid (mirror) lake upon which floated a Nautilus boat,
steered by Cupid. The place cards
were hearts, conquered by miniature
Cupids, which served as souvenirs of
the occasion. Above the table hung
pink stocking, and
a huge home-knat the proper time the prospective
bride was given the end of the yarn
and told to unravel her fate. As the
stocking was unraveled, the parcels
tumbled on the table, all pretty gifts.
The lunch was dainty and satisfying.
Those present were Mesdames Oliver
Smith, Oliver Nelson and Percy Evans; Misses Bell, Alda Smith, Wig-

T

IS DOING

ACTUAL TRIAL OF
THAW CASE BEGINS.
New York, Feb. 4. There was a Committee Not Ready
conference between the attorneys for
trict Attorney Bill.
the prosecution and defense with Jusees Find Trouble in
tice Fitzgerald just before the Thaw
New County Division
case opened this morning, but no
more jurors were released. After Assistant District Attorney Garvin began his opening address all the wit-

furniture
!

FURNITURE

Globe-Wernick-

CO

When the" order of January 23rd benefit the public by making substanwas issued by D. L. Myers, Traffic tial reductions in lumber rates, why
Manager of the, Pecos Valley Lines, did they not have the rate apply

LITTLE

TWO-CEN-

nesses, except the experts, were excluded from the room. May McKen-zie- ,
Mrs. Harry Thaw and Mrs. Wm.
Thaw were included In this order.
spoke
only ten minutes,
Garvin
briefly stating the case of the prosecution.
Lawrence White was the first witness. He is a son of the dead architect. He .was kept on the stand only
a few minutes. He told of accompanying his father to the Cafe Martin
for dinner, and said that when he
left him to go to anether theatre it
was the last time he saw his father

Comparisons.

ValleY.-R- ate

to lumber shipments originating at
points from whence lumber is actually shipped into the Pecos Valley?
The truth of the whole matter Is
that the Pecos Valley need not expect
anything in the way of reasonable
rates from the Santa Fe people until
they are forced to give them, either
by competition or by the courts.
As an Illustration of the excessive
rates on lumber, let us consider a
car of dimension lumber. This car
will cost at the present time, laid
Of this
$422.69.
down in Roswell,
amount the railroad company exacts
for freight, $182.25. The fireight on the
same car from the same originatity
point to Amarillo would be $84. to
Texico $100 and to Pecos, Texas, $72.
Of the ordinary car of lumber shipped to Roswell, the cost is divided
as follows: The mills receive 45 per
cent, the railroad 35 per cent and the
retailer 20 per cent. Of the cost of
a car of cement laid down here, the
wholesaler receives 48 per cent, ' the
railroad 33 per cent and the retailer
19 per cent.
The high price of lumber is working greatly to the detriment of the
Pecos Valley. It is probably the greatest hindrance to the rapid development of every town in the valley, and
the great advance that has been
made was accomplished in opposition
to the greatly excessive and unjust
freight rates that the people of the
Pecos Valley are compelled to pay
to the Santa Fe Railway Company.

erly special envoy to the United
States, in a statement made here to
day, says war with the United States
is unthinkable. "The Japanese understand America better than the Americans understand Japan," he said. "The
great majority of men holding public
positions
here were educated by
American instructors, and have long
studied American institutions. Now,
through the press and otherwise, they
are helping our people appreciate the
difficulty which the Federal government labors under in controlling the
action of individual states. Japan's
moral system insists that a finger
shall never be raised against a benefactor. Japan owes her position am
ong the powers to America, and the
government and people
American
England are Japan's
best
with
friends. War is unthinkable."
But What Does This Mean?
Chicago,
Feb. 4. A dispatch to
the Tribune from Washington says:
Secretary Metcalf will issue this
week a most important order designed to increase the strategic effectiveness of the American navy. It will
consolidate the squadrons now on
the Pacific coast and in Asiatic waters into one fleet under the supreme
Willard BOTH HOUSES OF THE LEGISLAcommand of Rear Admiral
P. Brownson. This fleet will engage TURE MEET THIS AFTERNOON.
in comprehensive maneuvers with
an object which .will be the protection of the Pacific slope and our Pacific dependencies in case of war. It
is stated that the move has nothing
to do with the controversy with Ja- CAMERON
IS IN CHARGE
pan. The step has been under contemplation for some time.

d

Santa Fe Circular Does Not Actually Reduce Freight
Rates on Lumber Shipped into the Pecos

making a reduction in the freight
rates on lumber to points on the Pecos Valley Lines, it was thought at
first that the order carried with it a
slight concession of about nine per
cent. Upon further investigation this
was found to be erroneous, and so far
HEARING OF COMPLAINTS
as actually reducing the amounts paid
AGAINST RAILROADS to the railroad company for hauling
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 4. Edgar lumber Into the Peoos Valley the orE. Clarke, member of the Interstate der is worthless, for it does not reCommerce Commission, began a hear- duce.
ing in the Federal building here toThe order reads as follows: "Effecday of complaints against certain tive March 15th, 1907, changes will
railroads. The first case to be taken be made in through rates on lumber
up is that of the Producers' Pipe from TEXAS MILLS ON THE GULF,
Line Company against the Missouri COLORADO & SANTA FE RAIL
Pacific, Texas & Pacific,, Cotton Belt WAY to stations on oiir line in New
and Missouri, Kansas & Texas rail- Mexico." It will be seen by this that
roads. The pipe line company alleges the rate applies only to lumber shipthat excessive rates are charged ments originating on the Gulf, Colofrom Indian Territory to points in rado & Santa Fe Railway, a Santa
Northern Texas. Other charges of lo- Fe line, and as practically no lumber
cal interest are made.
shipments to the Pecos Valley originate on that line, the reduced rate.
MISSOURI WILL ESTABLISH
small as it is, does not apply.
PASSENGER RATE.
What the purpose was of making
Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 4.
this order at the present time, and
The lower house today passed
reading in the way in which it does,
the bill reducing passenger
the Record is unable to say; but from
rates to two cents a mile on
the manner in which publicity was
all main line railroads in Misthe
solicited, it appears as though
souri and three cents on in- railroad company wanted to convey
dependent lines less than forty
to the public the impression that submiles in length. It is consider- - . . stantial reductions in lumber rates
ed certain that the bill will
to Pecos Valley points had actually
pass the senate.
been made, and that the public should
have the benefit of these reductions.
If the Santa Fe people wished to

to Report

Dis-

Extra EmployGetting Paid.
Move.

Special to the Daily Record.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb.

4.

Both

houses met late this afternoon, and
there is little doing. Many expected
that House Bill No. 1, known as the
District Attorney Bill, would be tak
en up in the Council, but the com
mittee is not ready to report. It is
rumored that Cameron, a member of
the committee in charge of the bill
is making strenuous efforts to so
amend it as to make it thoroughly
Democratic by calling an immediate
alive.
The second witness was Warner special election.
The employee question is up in a
new form. The members of the leg
islature and United States employees
can get their money, but the extra
employees can only be provided for
by a special appropriation. The only
resolution for an appropriation is one
by Cameron in the Council, and that
is for a sum entirely too small to
Is our speeial inducemeet the demand, and too closely
ment this week and we
guards the funds.. The pressure from
the extra employees for their pay is
See
have the stock.
strong, with no immediate relief In
Desks,
window.
sight. As the Democrats in the lowour
t! 1
house refuse to accept anything
er
Chairs and Bookcases.
more than a reasonable appropriai
e
tion and as Cameron is pushing his
We control the
Council resolution, the leaders appear
and other
afraid of tangling the appropriation
for employees with the fight over the
standard lines.
district attorney bill. The joint committee on employees is now in sesTHIS DESK ONLY $35.00
sion and wrangling.
The Judiciary committee is also in
session on the same question.
. Gallejos and Beach have been addto the house committee on county
ed
LEADERS,
THE
lines which means a new move.
(Signed) McCUTGHEN.

Office

-

.

engineer of the Madison
Square Garden. He was an eye witness of the shooting, and described
the relative positions of Thaw and

BE WAR

.

i

Ring Ullery Furniture Co., Phone 75

Pax ton,

WILL NOT

enough ?"
BARON KANO SAYS WAR
TWEEN JAPAN AND AMERIBoth sides expect the district attorCA, IS "UNTHINKABLE."
ney bill to come up Monday or Tuesday, and from the gathering of the
clans, a big fight may be expected.
The people are generally In favor of
the election of these officers by popONE PACIFIC FLEET
ular vote, and the popularity of that

I

NUMBER 2S7
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HouseOnly Cost You $1 Per Room.

way they are going about securing the
desired legislation.
According to all reports there is no
choice between republican factions
when it comes to the pinch. It is
charged that representatives of the
governor are making all kinds ' of
promises, and if it is true can be expected to make headway. The only
question ie ."Did he start in early

(VYrviio) m

-
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FIREMEN
LOSE THEIR LIVES.
White Plains, N. Y., Feb. 4. Three
volunteer firemen 'were killed, four
fatally, early
injured, one probably
today, while working upon the ruins
of the Mead building, which was de
stroyed by fire last night. The dead
are: John Chester Oromwell, assistant cashier of the First National
Bank of which his father is president;
VOLUNTEER

z

liveryman; Emil
Caleb Underhill,
believed to be
Burges, candy-make- r
fatally injured.
Fire in a Tenement.
New York, Feb. 4. Seven persons
were injured, some probably fatally,
while, penned in a tenement over a
burning Tag shop in Cherry street
early this morning. The occupants
were asleep when the fire was discovered. Several jumped and three overcome by smoke were rescued by firemen. Two of the latter will not recov- gins and Totzek.
er.
The Southside Fancywork Club to
Coldest of the Season.
Oklahoma City, Feb. 4. This sec- have met on Tuesday with Mrs. Chas.
tion has experienced the coldest wea- Brown, has been postponed indefither of the season for the last two nitely.
days. A strong north wind has deWALTON'S STUDIO.
veloped. This morning the thermomeIf there is anything you wish to
ter registered 11 above zero.
First Real Snow.
know in regard to a photograph, picOmaha, Neb., Feb. 4. The first re- ture or frame, go to Walton's Studio,
al snow of the season is falling over
every courtesy will be extended
Nebraska, with indications for a foot where
you. Photographs ranging in price
or more. The temperature was 4 befrom the lowest to the highest and
low zero last night.
to suit all classes.
Forty Below Zero.
and souvenir alKodaks, post-card- s
Superior, Wis., Feb. 4. Thermomebums,
letters.
also
souvenir
ters for the first time this winter registered 40 below zero this morning. ENGINE AND FIVE CARS
Coldest in Two Years.
THROUGH BURNING BRIDGE
Topeka, Kan., Feb. 4. This was
Omaha, Neb., Feb. 4. An engine
Kanof
day
in this section
the coldest
and five cars of Burlington freight
sas for two years. At six o'clock this No. 45 eastbound went through a
morning the temperature was 2 be- burning bridge just as the train was
wind from approaching Edgmont, S. D., Sunday
low zero, with a
the east accompanied by a heavy afternoon. The cars with their consnow storm. Both the Rock Island tents were totally destroyed,
but none
and Santa Fe railway officials report of the crew were injured. The engitheir .worst contentions on the Mis- neer and fireman saved themselves
souri division.
by jumping. The passengers on No.
Worst in a Generation.
41 have been transferred around the
Madrid, Spain, Feb. 4. The coldest bridge.
weather experienced in a generation
Explosion in a Coal Mine.
is prevailing in Spain. Railroad comElkins, W. Va., Feb. 4. As the remunication everywhere is interrupted sult of an explosion this afternoon In
,
mine of the Davis Coal & Coke Co.
CANAL CONSTRUCTION
at Thomas, 25 or 30 miners, the maCOMPANY INCORPORATED.
supAlbany, N. Y., Feb. 4- - The Pana- jority of them foreigners, are
posed
to
be
dead.
ma Canal Construction Company, orBig Fire In London.
ganized to finance- - the Panama canal
Eng. (7:15 p. m.) Feb. 4.
London,
Oliver,
contract bid for by William J.
out this morning In a
Fire
broke
of Knoxville, Tenn., filed articles of
incorporation today with the secre- block of buildings near Cheapside and
a short distance of the Fed
tary of state. The capital authorized withinpostofflce.
The whole city
is five million dollars. The company eral
up with the glare of the flames.
lit
begin
$1,500,000.
will
business with
it

le

In going to and from the
Dramatic Company's snow at
jestic this week don't forget
in at Kipling's Candy Store
Miss Irma Totzek entertained two a cup of hot chocolate.
B
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If that district attorney bill proPayttin Driig, Book &
vided for immediate election 'of district attorneys by vote of the people,
The' new boosters' club at Albu- the Record would" be ready to climb
Stationery Co.
querque seems to be the real thing. on the band wagon. But its sole purpower
pose is to take the appointive
21
Anti-lobb- y
laws will not be neces- away from the Governor until the
legislators are statute of limitations runs against
sary when lobby-prothe prosecution of election frauds and POSITION OF REPREelected.
SENTATIVE MULLENS.
other crimes. The proposition to
It Is now evident that the ditches' place the appointive power for two Santa Fe New Mexican, Feb. 1.
A representative of the New Mexiwill not be tiled this spring but years in the Territorial Council was
merely the offer of a bribe to the up- can talked to Representative James
whose fault is It?
per house for votes. But the bill W. Mullens, of the district composed
go through without the Cam
To tell the truth, the automobile will not
providing for a spe of the counties of Chaves, Eddy,
eron
amendment
bothering
the
trust- is one that Isn't
Roosevelt and Lincoln today conelection.
cial
editor" of the Record.
cerning the proposition to create the
HERE'S HOPING.
county of Artesia. Mr. Mullens said
may
legislature
Members of tie
From Las Vegas Optic.
in reply that he was nominated for
bribe each other, but outsiders must
The legislature now in session at the district, but being a resident of
keep off the grass.
Santa Fe will certainly give the peo- Chaves county, feels it incumbent to
ple of the Territory a universal three-cen- t stand with and by his home people.
People who want to talk books on
railroad fare law. It is expected He has carefully viewed the situation
all occasions usually would be safer that the railroads will put up a fight and has found that the great majority
on a more familiar topic the weath- to maintain their present exorbitant of the people of Chaves county do
rates, but they should not. They ought not favor the making of Artesia couner for instance.
to be willing to make this concession ty at this time. Numerous letters and
What do the people think' of It? without protest. In Kansas and Mis - petitions have also been received
Shall the city pay for a Job which souri they are threatened with a two- by him from residents of Eddy and
through no fault of the municipality cent fang law, and in some of the he finds that the same public sentistates farther east such laws are now ment exists there.
has not been done?
in force. In Ohio, where the two-cen- t
He has declined at the request of
force for a year, the Artesia delegation to introduce
Humorist sometimes find it diff- rate has been in decided
increase in the bill prepared by that delegation
icult to "live up" to their reputations, there has been a
no falling for the creation of Artesia county,
amount
of
travel
and
the
and politicians to live theirs "down."
of the passenger because he believes that the vast ma
earnings
in
off
the
City
Times.
Kansas
departments of the various roads in jority of his constituents and the residents
that state.
of the Pecos Valley do not fa
legisThe anxiety and haste of the
vor the project. Being a member of
y
law be- REV. E. M'QUEEN GRAY
lature to pass an
but a small minority, and his section
comes comical when we stop to think
CALLED TO ALBUQUERQUE also being very prosperous, he has
Carlsbad,
who la In danger of being bribed.
Gray,
of
McQueen
Rev. E.
not much to ask of the present as
who has been acting as general mis sembly.
upper
It begins to look as if the
slonary of the Episcopal church for
He was not a supplicant for a
house of the legislature would be the Pecos Valley, will next month be large
appropriation for the mainte
at
things
thrown
dodging
kept busy
come the rector of St. John's parish nance of the New Mexico Military In
the Governor by tie lower house.
at Albuquerque, the strongest church stitute at Roswell, but thought that
of the faith in New Mexico. Mr. Gray such ought to be ihad as a matter of
If we really like a man we never will conduct one more service In Ros right and justice. The Institute is an
have time to learn the details of his well, Feb. 17, and it is hoped that educational Institution of which not
past history, unless we stop to listen this mission will be supplied after not only the people of the Pecos Val
March 1st by Rev. Mr. Lonberg, of ley, but all the people of New Mexico,
to the gossip of soma other person.
Lexington, Kentucky.
regardless of party and regardless of
The congregation of St. Andrews section should be very proud; hence
Is the legislative assembly of New
disgrun
glad
to
to
provided
enable
Mexico
in Roswell would have been
he thought it but proper and right
tied and discredited peanut politicians secure the services of Mr. Gray as that the claim of the New Mexico Mito' "get even." Albuquerque Journal rector, but realized that a man of his litary Institute, should be properly and
Qualifications
must be called to a fully recognized.
when
he decided to reg;
larger
field
Republi
avoiding
carefully
the
By
o
to the minisularly
time
devote his
Million Dollar Railway Shops.
can national platform upon which he
Springfield. Mo., Feb., 4. The Sprln
was elected. President Roosevelt man- try. However, he has agreed to stay
ages to advance many popular poli- in Albuquerque only three montiis, gfield Commercial Club will hold a
and should the Roswell mission make special meeting tonight to consider
cies. Bryan's Commoner.
itself an independent parish there the proposition of the Frisco railway
A statute providing for the final dis- - might still be a possibility of secur to build million dollar shops here, pro
Dosal of cases Involving less fcaan ing Mr. Gray, as Roswell would be vided the citizens of the city will raise
a bonus to purchase 300 acres of land
two hundred dollars in justice courts closer to his interests at Carlsbad
Mr. Gray came to New Mexico some The business men of the city are enwould save lota of xpense to the
years ago for his health, coming di thusiastic on the matter and it is be
taxpayers of New Mexico.
rectly from Great Britain'. He engaged lieved that there will be little trouble
he has made in complying with the railroad's de
The people of Roswell will be sat in ranching, at which ups
and downs mands.
isfied with nofihlng but results in the a success after some
"gold
to
buying
due
American
tiling
ditches. If
matter of tiling- the
long since recovered
Battle in Wyoming.
be impracticable,- - what is the matter bricks," and has
his
health.
Wyd., Feb. 4. A twenty
Cheyenne,
which
proposition,
Carper
with the
His missionary work has been very round fight between Sam McCori of
altogether does away with the ditches
largely a labor of love. So far as Salt Lake and Hap Reid of this city
through the city?
learning goes, there is perhaps no will be pulled oft" tonight at Rock Sprbetter educated man in New Mexico, ings. The men are evenly matched
attorney
Speaking of the district
bill, the Albuquereue Journal remarks and besides that he is a practical, and a nifty bout is anticipated, lcook
man. Holding to what are Springs is rapidly coming to the front
that it is really rather hard to trust manly
called "high
church" as a pugilistic center and the sports
the motives of Mr. E. C Abbott, "can- sometimes
as there are now trying to arrange a
broad
ideals,
is
liberal
as
he
and
atned by the Governor as district
torney, who seeks to get legislated he is high. To him the faith in Christ match between Jim McDonald, of Den
is the foundation of the church uni- ver and Australian Ed Smith of this
back ln6 Mtf Job;
versal, and he has no quarrel with city. Smith is the only middleweight
Christians of any division. The church of the Rocky mountain district that
After two weeks' labor all that the at Albuquerque is to be congratulated
legislature seems to have accom- on securing the services of Mr. Gray. McDonald has not defeated.
plished is the exclusion of Attorney By the way, we believe that in ScotRacing at City Park.
General Reid from" tSie floor of the land he would be called "Baron" inNew Orleans, La., Feb. 4. Racing
house. The balance of the session will stead of "Mr." Gray,, but a certain was resumed at City Park track this
be devoted' to plans for getting the colloquial American usage of the afternoon and will continue for two
scalp of Governor Hagerman.
term "baron" makes it doubtful whe weeks. On February 18th the horses
ther he would care to have that men- will again be switched to the Fair
The prohibition of gambling in Ari- tioned. The lecture on "Good Govern- grounds, the meet lasting until March
zona greatly increases the necessity ment" which he was to have delivered 2,. Another session will be held at
for anti gambling legislation in New In the church Sunday morning will City Park March 4 to March 16, and
Mexico. The gamblers driven out of be given later at a more general the New Orleans racing session will
Arizona, will all come to New Mexico, meeting of the citizenship, to be an- close there with a meet lasting from
g
law. nounced later.
unless we hare an
April 1 to April 13. The final meetTbere is no other place in the United
ing of the Crescent City Jockey club
States, except Alaska, where they
In order to get at the secret meet at the Fair grounds will be held from
can go without changing their pro- ings of the city council it may be March 18 to March 30, and will infession.
come necessary for the Record to clude the' rich $10,000 Orescent City
nominate a candidate of its own to Derby, to be run March 23.- This ev"A bill has been Introduced In the fill dthe next vacancy.
ent is for 3 year olds. of 1907 and maKansas legislature by Representative
ny of the horses in the country of this
Saunders of Sedgwick county reage are now being prepared for the
Even some gushers are excWahte
artealaa wells and oil gushers.

of

anti-briber-

-

--

anti-gamblin-

-

quiring whisky ' sold la Kansas to
pasa testa as. to it purity. Tea, Mr!
Saunders Is a Democrat. Kaasas City Times.
And probably a Kentuckian. But
last Kansas a prohibition Btate, governed by Republicans?'

--

i

The columns of the Record are
open to disoussion of the ditch tiling
proposition. We have opinions of our
own. too. but the cttv council is ea- titled to the advice of the public gen
erally in this matter. It is not a mere-lpersonal responsibility on the part
of tae council. Theee men represent
the people, and stand ready to : do
whatever seems best to the majority
of citizens and taxpayers. The people
should make known their wishes' and
then stand by the members of the
council In carrying them out.
y

.

rich.

FRESH

Shelled Nuts
We hare jnst received a
fresh shipment of new
shelled nats of all kinds;

such as Pecans, English
Walnuts, Peanuts and Filberts.
.; Hare you tried any
of
Bchraffts Candy from Bos
rtonT If not yon had better

-- Kipling's

Candy Store!

LAKEWOOD WANTS NO
COUNTY DIVISION NOW,
The Lakewood Commercial
Clab
has fallen into line with the Commer
cial Clubs of the Pecos Vallev towns
and has voiced its opposition to any
county division at the present time.
At a recent meeting the following re-

solutions were passed:
- Resolved: That the Lakewood Com
mercial Crab in special session, with
full attendance, and with one dissenting vote, opposes the creation of Artesia county, or any other county division scheme in the Pecos Valley at
this time. T
W. K. BREEDING,
T. J. GRADY,
.
T. M. WALLER,
Committee.
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state legislature m abolishing betting
AT :
j
HOT 8PR1NGS; ARK. on' the races;'; Hot Springs,. Ark FebT 4. HorseCharged with TotingV' Gun.
men jockeys; hostlers, trainers, staMemphis, v Tenn., ' Feb., 4. Foster
ble boys,-- boofcmepcrat tout's; dope Hume, superintendent-o- f the Cumbersters, tenderfeet tourists with sure-thin- land Telephone Company, will be tried
system, millionaires and pau- today on charge of carrying concealed
pers adl are here, rubbing' elbows' weapons during the' strike of the telephone girls and other employees of
again In the city of vapors," as in the the company,
The trial of Sterling
.
.. .
tjgooa oia
ume Deiare uovernor jen Lavender," charged' with assault to' mu
Davis clamped down the lid and rend- rder B."W. West as the result or trouered half the dead game sports of the ble over the hello girls' strike, is also
country out of a home. Whatever ac- set for today.

OFF
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Boaweu, N. U ., under the Act of Congra. of March S, 1879

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
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that our line of buggies, surreys, park
wagons and
is the most complete
and
line that has ever been shown in
the city. We are making very close figures on
these goods, and inviteyou tn come and examine
them. We think we can suit the most exacting
IN STYLE AND PRICE

We know

.

tion the sapient Soloas at Little Rock
may take in regard to an
law, Hot Springs Is in for another
taste of the high life, possibly the last
that this once most cosmopolitan of
resorts will ever know. While the 60
day racing meet of the Oaklawn Jockey Club may possibly be curtailed, it
will begin this afternoon according to
schedule, and there is every prospect
that Hot Springs will have the greatest meeting in its history. Despite
the fact that many new stall 3 have
been built, the Oaklawn stable3 are
filled with horses. The entries include
the pick of the ponies from Memphis,
New Orleans, Louisville, Nashville,
and from as far away as Latonia.
Among the horsemen represented
,
here by fine 'strings are J. J.
the owner of Beau Brummel, now
one of the greatest of the 3 year elds,
C. C. Chricty, of Kansas City, vho
has a powerful string of promising
youngsters; Oots Bros.,, who also
have .a magnificent showing of baby
racers; P. T. Chinn, who has been
wintering at Little Rock, his string including the famous Pretension, and
Barney Schrieber, ifche Missouri breeder, whose colors will be carried by sev
eral fine youngsters, as well as the
older horses owned by him.
- anti-racin-

g

Mark-lein-

Samuel Beckham, J.
Burtschell, J. J. McLaughlin aud W.
G. Scott are represented by two carloads of fine animals shipped here
from New Orleans.
Numerous consignments of horses
are here from the training quarters
at Montgomery park, in Memphis, including thoroughbreds owned by some
of the best known turfmen of America. L. A. Calle has sent a doen promising two year olds. The stables of
R. L. Thomas, John Ireland, Chinn &
Forsythe, Bud Mayand Fred Ludza-de- r
are well represented In the Montgomery park contingent.
Three colts and two fillies by Banas
ter, the famous winner of the Brooklyn handicap in 1889, have been leased to JJ. S. Hawkins & Co., by their
owner Clarence Mackay, the New
York millionaire, and will be seen at
the present Oaklawn meet. Other youngsters which will carry the Hawkins colors include Klondyke, Sister Juliet and Proud Daisy, by Magazan,
Jane Gray, by Gallantry, and Thi?tle-flnch- ,
by Simonian. Thistlefineh and
Proud Daisy are the property of J. N.
Comden, Jr., of Versailles, Ky., but
will be compaigned by Hawkins.
Louis Cella has 'sent a liua string
here in charge of Henry McDonald, in
eluding Convllle, the winner of a num
ber of stakes in the East last year
and the third c.loice in the rich futurity. The action of Conville on the
track here will decide what horse
shall represent the Cella stable in the
Crescent City Derby, the ehoice now
lying between Conville and Marathon.
F. A. Forsythe's Montgomery, another
candidate for the $10,000 Derby honors is also here and will probably be
seen in a race before the meeting is
ended.
The track has been put in fine shape
under the direction of H. O. Price, for
years a subordinate of John Condon,
and is now one of the fastest in the
country. Frank J. Bryan and Clarence
McDonald, will act as judges during
th'e present meet, Mrs. Cassidy ajd
A. B. Dade as starters and E. W. Ma-giS. J. Charles,

Great Socialist Demonstration.
Pittsburg; Kan., Feb. 4. Delegates
and
from the various miners' local
other labor organizations of the city
and vicinity will hold a meeting tonight to complete plans for the great
demonstration to be
held here next week, in which other
prominent Socialist and labor leaders will deliver addresses In both English and Italian, and ihe aetiou of
the Idaho officials in holding the lead
ers of the Western Federation of Miners on a "charge of murder will be bit
terly condemned as a conspiracy
laboring men. The promoters
of the movement state that the demon
stration will be the largest and most
enthusiastic of its kind ever held in
the country and that it will result in
the raising of a large fund to aid in
the defense of Mover and Haywood.
Moyer-Haywoo-

W. P. Lewis Hardware Go

d

The Pioneers of Fair Prices.

a?-ain-

ACRES

i6o-

o

Begin Penrose Court Martial.
San Antonio, Tex., Feb. 4. The
court martial of Major Charles W.
infantry
Penrose of the Twenty-fift- h
on charge that he had been guilty of
conduct to the prejudice of discipline
and good order in the United States
army begun today at Fort Sam Houston. The chrages grew out of the
Brownsville outrage last August, Major Penrose having been the commandant of Fort Brown at the time the
negro troops of the Twenty-fift- h
infantry were stationed there. A large
number of Brownsville citizens are
here to give testimony before the
court, including many who testiPed
before M. D. Purdy, assistant federal
attorney general, who recently visited
this city and Brownsville at the instance of President Roosevelt. If all
the testimony of the witnesses called
is taken it is likely that the case will
be very long.
Citizens of Brownsville state that
the original cause of trouble between
the whites and blacks was the action
of the proprietors of the four saloons
there providing separate bars for the
negro troops, marked, "for colored
people", while the Mexicans were allowed to drink at the same bar with
the whites. The discrimination made
between the negroes and the Mexican
seemed a special cause of offense to
Infanthe troops of the Twenty-fifttry. The widely published incident
of a negro soldier being knocked down
by a white man is declared to have
been entirely justifiable by a Brownsville citizen who witnessed tbe incident. According to his story, the offending negro was intoxicated and insulted a woman receiving his just deserts at the hands of a white bystand-

Hondo

Water-Rig-

You Make

Land.

The Price.

I

Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH flAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

Phone No. 35

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Kemp Lumber Co
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Lumber

THE DAILY RECORD ENLARGED AND IMPROVED.
The following is clipped from the
Carlsbad Argus, and republished with
our thanks:
"The Roswell Record came out Tues
days enlarged to seven columns, and
gives a greatly increased telegraph
report. . The Record is a good papwr,
and now that its Associated Press report is increased, will undoubtedly
cover a wider field of usefulness. Con-

tinued success to it."

m

Agent
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Prescription Business.
Let us again remind you that we make a sMciil-j- j
ty of COMPOUNDING PRESCRIPTION'S. Noth-f- i
ing but pure drugs here nothing but low prices,

B

nl

We always have them ready when you want
them.

I Roswell Drug &
H.

NOWLAN

1.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Jewelry Co.

Corporation, Insurance,
Irrigation and Bankruptcy law. Federal practice
a specialty : : : : : :
Over First Nan Bank,

hi,

LAWYER
Specialty--nini-

Navajo Block.

Law

nx

-

-

324 N.

Miln.

New lexico

GROCERIES

HAY AND
GRAIN

E. B.

E. LUND

R.

W

Special attention given to

5T0NE

Phone 220, 5th and Ho.

Dr. Thompson W. Grace

Oklahoma Block.
Office Phone 237.

Violets

and

Res. Phone

422

Carnations

At

Robins" Commercial School

ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.

Telephone

MOTTO:

the BEST, BETTER than the
rest. Personal, Private Instruction
in all Commercial Branches. 302 N. Pa

184.

Good as

To Property Owners:
We have several cash customers
for good residence property, vacant
residence lots, and vacant business
property. If you have anything you
want to sell, call at our office and
giveus a description of your property. Our past record is proof that
we can Bell it.
CARLTON & BELL.
Opposite Postoffice.

W. C. KelfJ.

J.

M. Hervey.

Reid & Hervey
LAWYERS
Room 9, Texas Block. Phone

531

Dr. T. E. Presley
SPECIALIST.

EYE BAR. NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hoars: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

P. V. A N. E. TIME TABLE.

(Railroad Time.)
Northbound, arrive ..... 10:10 a.m-the Daily Record.
Northbound, depart, ..... l:25 a.m.
Address' Business Manager1, Record Southbound, arrive. ...... 4:50 p.m.
Office, Roswell and we will place our Southbound, depart, ..... 6:00 p. m.
proposition before you.
IX. 0. BURNS. Agent.
-

R!iCUNfc

all times.

o

HAVE

II

at

The very beet grades. We will satisfy you
Come and inspect our stock.

er.

Ma-gin-

R

ht

h

TO TRY FOR ARTESIAN
WATER AT DEMINC.
The people of Doming, Luna County
are trying for Artesia water. On Thuas secretary and handicapper.
rsday of last week the machinery
among
reputation
an
enviable
has
was started and a deep well will be
horsemen and hi's fame as a premier put down
in an effort to secure the
handicapper has done much toward precious fluid.
The work will be push
the success of the Oaklawn meeting. ed to a finish.
Thousands of tourists, attracted by
the racing as well as the fame of the SAFE BLOWERS UNSUCValley of Vapors as a health resort,
CESSFUL AT SILVER CITY.
are now In the city and there is every
An attempt was made to blow open
prospect that the big stand, will be the safe at the Santa Fe depot in Silwell filled with enthusiastic spectators ver City lat week by burglars but
every day during the meeting. The was unsuccessful. The outer door
sport is also Highly popular among was shattered but the attempts of the
a majority of the permanent residents robbers was foiled by the inner burgof the city and the citizens and busi- lar proof door.
ness men liave almost unanimously
condemned the proposed action of the AGENTS WANTED TO SELL
AND BOOST DAILY RECORD.
The Record wants a live, energetic
agent in every town in the Pecos Valley, to have charge in his town of the
circulation, advertising and correspon
dence of the paper. This is an opportunity not to be overlooked by the
right kind of young man. and if he
be the right kind, he will not overlook
it.
acres of The Datiy Record prints' more actual news than any other paper in
fine land with ditch water-righ- t
New Mexico with the exception of the
cottage one Albuquerque papers. The manageand good four-rooto increase the cir
mile from court bouse to trade ment is determined
culation of the paper by every legifor small , residence property in timate means. One of the best ways,
in the opinion of the management 13
town.
is have the right kind of an agent in
every town in the Pecos Valley and
to the right ktnd of an agent special
inducements will be offered, making
it worth' his time and effort to boost

I

run-abou- ts

up-to-da- te

Figure wltk B. F. Smith when yon
Legal Blanks of all Kinds tof sale
want buggy palntinc Phone 175. 7tf
at the Record Office.

Dr. A. Anderson
SPECIALIST

STOnACH .INTESTINES AND
OISEASE3 OF WOMEN.
OFFICE OKLAHOMA BLOCK.

,
S
fore Judge Stafford in criminal court MINISTER'bEF'lNES.V
S. D.i Clay McGoulgal Is considered INVESTIGATION OF THE"
: REAL PATRIOTISM
BROWNSVILLE- - AFFAIR next Monday. The men were indicted
Carroll's closest contestant for the
championship; Hal Wood, Joe Gardi
Washington, Feb. 4.
several for conspiracy J defraud the govern
The end of gambling has been sound
Texas, weeks of verbal warfare the Investiga- ment in connection with the acquisi Revi E. McQueen Gray Delivers Able
of
ner
Rmerson,
Charles
and
ed la Arizona, and 4s viewed by the
Sermon on. Citizenship and- Good
tion of public lands lit California and
and many others.
tion of the Brownsville affray. : today Oregon,
Government,',.,'
'
Arizona people as most satisfactory,
i
Postpone Trade Excursion.
assumed systematic form whan the
The following U from the Phoenix
does' not eonaiat
"True
Patriotism
Fort Worth, Aex, Feb. 4. The Fort full senate committee oa military af CHICAGO DEMOCRATS "
correspondent of the El Paso Herald :
California points, alleged discrimina
of dying for your country, it means
WILL TOUR THE SOUTH 'living
As the court house clock boomed
tion in grain rates to gulf ports and Worth trade excursion, scheduled to fairs began the hearing of testimony
for it"
Dallas, Tex., Feb. 4.- - Elaborate arthe solemn midnight hour last night
alleged unreasonable rates on cotton leave today has been postponed Indef- concerning "tSia matter. All of the
was
ot thejermcn
That
rangements
by
are
being
middle
of
made
initely,
probably
the
the
until
K not only pealed forth the announce
goods
by
and
knit
fabrics
the Santa
of
commissioned, and
100
appointedby
Sunday
committee
Church of the
of
at
Chair
delivered
the
month
ment that time had claimed another
Fe railway and New York, and Texas tie
fleers of the discharged negro battal man George
De Holy Falta by Rev. E. McQueen Gray
O :
of
Carden
the
State
day but also rang- the death knell nf
Steamship Company. Charges of setestify-iion will be
gambling in Phoenix.
cret rebates filed against several rail A NEW COURTHOUSE
person,- with the exception of ..Major mocratic committee to entertain the of Carlsbad, who is missionary fo taa
NEW
FOR
ORLEANS
famous' marching, club of the Cook
years
ago the female saloon
Six
roads will not be taken up at present
New Orleans, La., Feb. 4. At the Penrose, commandant at Fort Brown County Democracy, which is 'expected? Episcopal Church In the district com
warbler was swept out of the city of
hearing.
now
of the courthouse commission in at the time of the riots, who is
to reach here tomorrow.
The clit5 grising jth Pecos Valley.: The subject
Phoenix on a wave of reform and now
Kansas City, Feb. 4. E. M. Wilhoit office
af- being tried by court martial at Fort will make a tour of the South, lnclud1- - of his timely aadbongutful' discourse
building
this
the
Hibemia
Bank
Usthe march of reform carries the
an independent oil man of Springfield ternoon
bids were- opened for the er Sam Houston, Texas, for alleged lie ing .visits to Little Rocky Texarkana, was "Citizenship.,'
,
er before it. As the saloon singer re
Mo., today appeared before the Inter
of a fireproof courthouse in iigence in connection- with the affair.
Dallas, Fort Worth, Austin, San An
ceded to the mining camps and oth
Commission
and ection
state Commerce
testito.
will
the, wllihig- hear
senate
committee
The
called
attention!
He
New Orleans. The plans call for a
er cities so is the gambler now forcmade charges of discrimination in four story building, 250 x 290 feet, bu mony regarding the facta, of the out tonio, Galveston, Houston, New Or uess of Americans to shed thei. life
Jackson, Birmingham, Montgo
ed out of Phoenix, but he will have
rates by railroads in this section in lit 'on pile foundations with exterior rage, ' without questioning the author leans,
mery,
Paducah. The blood in defense of their ' country and
not the place to lay his head in Ari
favor of the Standard Oil Company of stone and terra cotta. Brown, Brown ity or legality of any act of President party Nashville, and
any
zona for long as a green cloth man.
The roads Involved are allege! to be & Marye, the Atlanta Architects, de Roosevelt In connection with the af going will travel on a special train, of their promptness- ln resenting
from
to
New
in
Texas
Orleans
April
1
to
law
a
similar
which
that
for
Insult to the American flag.; He added
the Frisco, Katy and Missouri Pacific signed the plans for .the building.
fair. None of the interested parties
for the
Gras festivities.
banishes him from Phoenix today,
o
The petitions against the three roads
are allowed to be represented by coun time party
that in times of peace and plenty,
The
numbers about one .hundred however,
will go into effect in the entire terri SHOULD THE SALTON
are separate and set forth the exact
hearing.
sel
Foraker
at
patriotism was lost Bight of
Senator
the
Drug Trust on Trial.
is said to include some of the
tory.
SEA BE LEFT ALONE? towns and distances and rates com
will conduct the .case for the defense and
degree in. the pur.appreciable
an
to
4.
Indianapolis,
Ind.,
Feb.
The
trial
most
prominent
Democratic politicians
Recently a number of articles have plained of. As a specific example of
And the saloon warbler who still
disol.ar;
a
as
Almighty
insofar
the
dollar. He said
is
trial
of
it
of
suit
the
of
Retail
windy city.
hangs forth in mining camps and been published In New Mexico papers the alleged discrimination the com of the American Association
ed negro troops, but other members pt of the
that he believed every man 3houl4
some of the larger cities must hie he' recommending the Sal ton' Sea be pre plainant states that the Frisco system Druggists commonly known as the the committee will be permitted to
take an interest In politics and be a
William Allen White on Roosevelt.
served. The ground for the idea of charges the Standard Oil Company on drug trust, on a charge of conspiracy
self to another land.
likely
men.
is
politician although he did not mean
the
It
many
no
began
today be
"Roosevelt is
.braver than
The American frontier has moved continuing the sea is that it has been ly 17 cents on oil shipments from Its in restraint of trade,
that the investigation will be contin- another man, who has fallen in the to infer that they should all be office
Judge
fore
in
the
Anderson
federal
out of Arizona. The bad land where beneficial in its effects on the climate refinery at Neodosha, Kan., to St
the associa ued for several days, and no official struggle against Mammon. But he holders or officer seekers.;
you may be slain by an Indian, held of New Mexico and Arizona.
It is Louis, while it charges the indepen court. It is alleged that purpose
are the
"Tne youth of
.
.
of statement regarding the conclusions has. moral vision.
A broad
up and robbed or given the other
claimed by the writers of the articles dent oil men 22 cents from Joplin to tion was formed for the
reached will be given out until the re er education than any man has bro't trustees of Its posterity," he declared.
patent
on
maintaining
me
.Hein
prices
that the wild west novel pic in question that this sea has been re St. Louis, which is not nearly so far.
port of the committee has been sent to
the White House since Jefferson's Now in regard to this general- cry
tures to you bas moved across the sponsible for the greatly increased It is also alleged by Wilhoit that the e's and drugs and that manufacturers to the senate.
day, a life unstained by vice of any for good government .while a clergy
border to Sonora and there the female rainfall in these two territories dur Missouri, Kansas & Texas road charg and jobbers were threatened with with
What, Where and When
patronage
supplied
they
kind, a clean mind, and a boyish man naturally feels enthusiastic ever
of
drawal
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saloon singer and the Arizona gamb ing the past two years, and that if es the- Standard only 17 cents oi oil
Brownsville
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cut rate druggists and department
heart, simple, confiding, just, have all movements of such apparent ten
ler must follow Billy Stiles, Bert
the sea be left alone to spread tiver shipments from Erie Kansas, to
fray has occupied the attention of the combined to keep Theodore Roose dency it is- not enough- - to-- be- - spiritstores.
Attorneys
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the
ascociation
and others who in their day gavt its natural boundaries, that the rain
Mo., while it charges him 19 coats
ually enthusiastic concerning. these
Senate to a great extent since the pre
to Arizona a reputation as a wilf' fall of New Mexico and Arizona will Many similar complaints are- - made will attempt to have the proceedings sent session of congress convened. velt's faith In God and his belief In matters, but he must also subject them
common
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common
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the
the
country.
crops
without against these roajs, different towns
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to the scrutiny of the political econoThe action of President Roosevelt i man unseared."
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unier or ponce Kfnney, while not irrigation.
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and rates being1 named. Wilhoit is
of
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Thus writes William Allen White mist and the moral philosopher."
required to do so, yesterday served
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of the negro troops implicated In the m his "Roosevelt: A Force for Righ
Rev. Mr. Gray stated that be had
following
fil
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The
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BOOSTER CLUB ALSO
notice on all of the 40 or more gamb
oil dealers In the country and has
affair resulted in a great deal of criti teousness," in the February McClure's arrived at the depressing but definite
ling games In the city that promptly
ORGANIZES IN LAS VEGAS long been at war with the Standard ed for record in the office of Probate cism. Senators Foraker, Tillman and
Successful contemporary portraiture conclusion that this widespread cry
Now that Albuquerque has formed Oil Company and the railroads. Ke Clerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle:
at mianignt an play must cease as
others declaring that he had exceeded is so rare an achievement that an ar for good government did not come
the ordinance prohibiting gambling
Boosters' Club and is pushing tee furnishes valuable testimony In th
Henry Putnam and wife to Newton his legal authority as command 3r of ticle like this of Mr. White's merits from a people whose hearts had been
'
goes Into effect February 1.
growth and development of the city ouster suit brought against Attorney
$150, a half interest in the army.
unusual
attention. Throughout he turned, but from a .people whose pock
Chief Kinney took this precaution Las Vegas has fallen in line, and the General Hadley against the Standard J. Fritz, for
Brownsville, where the trouble oc display
4,
sureness of touch and ets had been touched. They had awak
6,
95
5,
block
the
block
9t,
and
lots
and
In order that none might have ex- report comes that the Meadow City Oil Company. He states that through
curred, is the county seat of Cameron .soundness of intuition that have dis ened to the fact that vast sums of no
cuse, if they failed to close, that they has also a brand new Booster Club.
County, in the extreme southern part
opinion
ney which should In their
an appeal to the Missouri railroad Lake Arthur.
had made a mistake in the day.
South Springs ranch and Cattle Co., of Texas, and is built on the bank of tinguished his earlier work- some of have been more equitably distributed
commission he has secured reasonable
passages
seem
his
indeed,
inspired
The gamblers realize that they have LADIES GIVE A SMOKER
rates within the state but that the to Annie P. Sutherland, for $6,250, a the Rio Grande river, about fwenty- - so brilliantly do they hit it off. What had been unequally divided and they
lost their hold in Phoenix and many
AT ALBUQUERQUE. railroads continue to discriminate
five
Mexico.
miles
from
the
Gulf
of
tract of S3.7 acres in section 18 11 25.
for instance, could be better than this: felt defrauded of their just share of
of them are already leaving the citv
The wives and friends of the Klks gainst him on interstate shipments.
8,000
population
a
and
of
It
about
has
middle-sizeAtD.
Dickey
figure. he spoils.
W.
Harry
to Lewis
"A middle-agefor greener fields. Some will remain at Albuquerque gave that lodge a la
Another case to be heard by the coir. wood, for $500, a lot 119.1 by 204 feet carries on a considerable business truggling against pudginess, simple.
"In general good government Is not
engage
In Phoenix and
in other busi- dies smoker" last week, and the af- mission is that ' of the Kansas City
with Mexico, being directly opposite boyish, direct; impulsive for the right something that you can get by askness.
fair is reported to have bean quite Board of Trade against all railroa.is in block 21 South Highlands.
the city of Matamoros. It is the seat and intolerant of wrong; human tc ing for, by wishing for or fighting for
The new ordinance also prohibits successful. On the program there was entering Kansas City, charging unlawThe Pecos Valley Townsite Co. to of Fort Brown, where the battalion of the core, with
his blind side for his We can only get it by making It ourplaying at euchre for prizes and is music, wrestling and imitation boxing ful reeonsignment rates on grain pr.i
infan friends and his sleepless eyes for his selves. A government whether good
I. Hinkle, J. F. Hinkle and E. A. negro troops of the Twenty-fiftJ.
very broad in its scope. All of the contests.
ducts.
Cahoon, for $1, lots 1 to 13 inclusive, try was stationed at the time of the enemies a group of gentlemen for or bad is not a scheme evolved by
games so popular In social circles are
riots and with Major Charles W. Pen- whom he never has to blush
a hap- some for the benefit or iiurt of others.
block 1; lots 1, 3, and 4, block 7; lots rose
tabooed and the society belle who
THE ARRIVAL OF THE
in command.
Labor
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Federation
Kansas
ly mixture of the cheerful Idiot, the It is the concrete expression of the
1 to 14 inclusive, block 8? lots 1 to 1"
her guests prizes for any game
COMIC OPERA IN HAVANA.
The assault on Brownsville was seer of visions, and the captain and social mind."
Topeka, Kans., Feb. 4. The ninth
puts herself within the pale of the
Havana, Cuba., Feb. 4. The J. C.
inclusive, except 2 and 6, blook 9, made shortly before midnight on Anrew of the 'Nancy Brigg' a man who
law just the same as the gambler Fisher Comic Opera Company has ar annual convention of the Kansas State lots 1, 3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 16, and 18 block ' ?"st 13, 1906. Many houses contain
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Miners
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State
way"
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It is understood that the giving of annual trip to Cuba and will open in a
use and benefit of L.
and 27, block 14; lots 5, 7, 9, 11, to, Frank Natus, a bartender was kill
Mr. White's analysis of Roosevelt's
prizes will be stopped at parties and repertory of musical comedies at the ed to order by Commissioner W. J.
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In conflict with the law, but at the George Mack.
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play for their prizes, it Is understood, many popular comic operas will he
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The Wizard of Oz" The visit of th;
when a half dozen soldiers appeared
out of the District Court of
law was passed Fisher company has come to be one problems will be discussed and ofll tions 21 and 28 13 26, and water right at the rear of the saloon. A vollej of new subscribers in the Pecos Val- - Chaves County
The
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1st day of Feb
last fall by the present municipal ad- of the greatest features of the amuse cers will be elected for tne enduing thereto, except railroad right-o- f way, was fired and Natus fell dead across ey and Kastern New Mexico and it ruary, 1907, In thethe
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above entiyear.
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home
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Mexico law books. He
through cal company to invade Seattle from
tax bill Issued for the building of a
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the Journal:
the frozen North and the local Klks has been offered a position as mana- ly give him control of the Council, as fired from the upper gallery of the We have a hummer of a proposition
idewalk, I, C. L. Ballard,
of
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at our office and see the business man day,
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least so it seems.
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markable statutes of the territory of by the Elks of Juneau for the purpose
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o
o
New Mexico and has reached the con- of securing sufficient funds to com
Missouri Editor in Oklahoma.
160 acre farm, finely improved, lo ed to "shoot up" the town. Commencto the highest bidder, before the court
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clusion that the railroads have exer plete their new temple. They have
Shawnee, Okla., Feb. 4. Walter Wil cated in central Oklahoma, to trade ing on the garrison road, the Western
house- door of Chaves County the folBy virtue and authority of a spe- cised; altogether too much influence appeared in Skagway, Douglas and Hams of Columbia, Mo., famous as an for property in or near Roswell. Union telegraph office, the home of Jo
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tack. Further up the alley many othWitness my hand this, the 1st day
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and sale
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and discovered that in 1903 the terri- gain at $2,200.
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Id bargain in 16 acres of ners at the American Royal ani other
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his father that through the
requiring that In such cases a claim
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prizes are offered for the best
evidence that he discharged the mem- 25th day of February, A. D., 1907 land he will soon receive $25,000,
the territory, of New Mexico and with Street front Two blocks from court Shorthorn, Hereford,- Aberdeen Angus
bers of the battalion. All of this
it 11 o'clock a. m. at the door of the which was his through the provision's
China
house. $1,000 cash, balance on easy and Jersey cattle, draft and standard
including the affidavits and a ?ourt house in said county and terri- of the deceased gentleman's wilt Dr.
terms at low interest.
oigar box of bullets and empty shells
bred horsese, jacks and mules, and
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W. A. Wilson, government artesian
vestigating the affair.
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prized and always appropriate The
well inspector, was here this week,
3aid execution and costs.
acres yielded a net Income last year, This evening a grand par ad 3 of all
special monogram work in gold will
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examining the wells in Lakewood and
1906. of more tnaa 15 per cent. Near jacks, horses and cattle entered lr the
CHARLES L. BALLARD.
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vicinity. Mr. Wilson says the wells
be particularly pleasing to the bride.
3how and sale will be Iield. Public
town, spendid location.
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of Sheriff
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A good 16 acres of Hondo water
Representative Binger Herman of OrMexico.
creased from four to six pounds pressright land. Some 40 acres of alfalfa, ery day during the week and are ex
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ness of District Attorney Baker. Ato
shall be glad to have yen come in
W. A. Harris of Kansas, the DemoCARI.TON & BELL
C. Y. Rascoe, was here Saturday vie
torneys for Herman consented to the
For RenL
cratic candidate for governor of that
and see h. Beautiful
$03 N. Main street
delay. The Oregon representative la
Farm near RoswelL 44 acres In al- itlng his father, City Marshal Rasooe.
state in the last election will act es
booklets for distribution
to answer to charges connected with falfa, 12 acres In good bearing orch- 'Mrs. Lowndes, for several weeks a
judge.
For Sale.
the land fraud investigation. It is al ard, 55 to 60 acres more in cultiva- visitor In Roswell, went to El Paaa
Special bargain: Five acres one
One of the great amusement fea
leged that he destroyed certain letter tion. Ditch water. House and farming Saturday night.
fourth tnile from court souse, good tures of the week will be a cowboy's
press copy books when he retired from, implements. Rents for part of crop.
house, alfalfa, water rigllt; tf roping contest for the championship
Best to Plant New.
the office of commissioner of the gen See CARLTON A BELU
and $1,00 fn prizes ottered by the
CARX.TON A BSXI
Now
la
the best time to plant
1
office.
land
eral
con
chamber of commerce. The
Go Are e going to have a barbecue Rnid
Special price on Rakes, Hoes, Shov- trees, before tbe roots begin to
The case of John A. Benson, Freder
teatants will Include J. Ellison- CU. roll
Ick S. Hyde, J. H. Schneider, and Hen- els, and all Garden Tools at Makln's. grow. R. F. Cruse baa all kinda
EXPERT TUNING.
at the cattlemen's convention? Ask present champion; Bud Push, Frank
ry p. Dbnoacf U also cot fee trial to
.
Teleplioa-- r 122. '
Jewelers.
uts.
Fhelpa WilU."
: ... Marohard and Tom Wood of Dead wood

THE ENDING OF GAMBLING
SOUNDED

in" the" territorial courts, the proof of
the death must be filed before4 an
officer of the territory, together with
a list of the witnesses,; within ninety days after the casualty, in case
the person tajureU dfcms not bring
suit the corporation may itself bring
an action for exemption from the li
ability, t
Attorney Clark; after his investiga
tion in New Mexico returned home
convinced that if these laws, were per
mitted to remain In force It would be"
utterty impossible for anybody u se
cure judgment against a railroad com
pany In that territory. Accordingly ie
brought the matter before the) ju
diciary committee, through Congressman Bird sail of Iowa, who introduced
a joint resolution disapproving and
nullifying the particular statutes "of
New Mexico which had' been brought
under criticism, and the committee
has recommended the measure for
passage.
--

IN ARIZONA.

HEARINGS ' BEFORE THE COMMERCE COMMISSION
Wichita, Kan., Feb. 4. At the ses
sion of the Interstate Commerce Com
mission here today a hearing was gi
en to charges of alleged discrimination
in differential on grain products to
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Are vt zoine to have a. barbecue
Valentines .Valentines and more
visit with, home at the cattlemen's convention?: Ask Valentines, 14,000,000 Valentines, ' ail
three'
folks at Cincinnati, O.
Phelps White.
j
kinds and prices from the Comics up
to expensive ones. Ingersoll's Book
Mayor James W. Stockard is able
A. W. Whltlock returned tt his resi Store.
86tf
to be out, after a few days confine- dence in Lake Arthur Sunday night,
ment on account of neuralgia..
having spent two days here looking
Dr. W. B. Armstrong," the dentist
after business.
of Elida, returned home this morn
W. W. Hunter, and little daughter
ing. He had spent a month here while
returned to Elida Sunday morning afB. N. Muncy, in the "employ of the being treated for appendicitis. He is
ter a short visit with friends.
Roswell Hardware Co., went to Arte greatly improved.
...
:
Saturday night to spend Sundays
o
T. C Lamar, of Fremont, Ohio, ar- sia
with his parents.
Cooper, who has been in the
L.
J.
rived Sunday morning from the South
valley a month, left this morning for
and will be here several days.
Mrs. Ellen Egan left this morning his home in Winfield, Kansas. He
We have all kinds of bargains in for toer home in Detroit, Mich., hav- will return in thirty days with two
city property of all kinds. See us be- ing spent two weeks here with her carloads of nursery stock. .
son, James Egan.
o
fore you buy. Carlton
Bell.
H. D. Dodge, the railroad contraco
Berl Field left Sunday morning for tor returned Saturday might from a
Ed Newbrose came in from Brazos,
borne in Sllgman, Mo. He has been stay of Beveral days in the Panhandle
his
sevspend
night
Texas Saturday
to
here several days seeing the country where he has been looking after the
eral days looking at the country.
work of his teams and men.
and visiting friends.
W. M. Waskom, of Dallas, returned
Mrs. Sam B. Smith returned to her
Sunday morning from a few days'
JE. Rhea came in Sunday morning
home in Carlsbad Saturday night. from a two weeks' business trip to
stay at his old home at Hagerman.
She was here two weeks visiting her Guaymas and Hermosillo, Mexico. AfBeginning Monday, Jan. 28th, tui- cousin, Mrs. E. B. Stoae.
ter spending a day here he went to his
tion fee for the Kindergarten at 106
home at Bovlna this morning.
up
C.
came
from
A.
his
Hartman
S. Kentucky will be $3.00 per month.
claim near Lake Arthur Saturday eve
80tf.
$500,000 to loan on Irrigated farma
ning to spend Sunday with his par- Long time loans. Interest payable anNow is the time to get good Corn, ents, and went back today.
nually witn privilege to pay off loan
Oats, Bran Chops and Hay, as our
before due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
St. Louis, traveling agent, 303 N. Main. opp. P. O.
toe is complete. Roswell Trading H. W. Klein, ofwooden-ware
manufac
salesman for a
Co.
tory went to Amarillo Sunday after
Homer Graham, a jeweler at Park
o
& Morrison's store since last April,
Will Woolverton, brother of Prof. spending several days in Roswell.
left Sunday morning for Colorado
Woolverton left this morning for Ur-The best and safest way to make Springs, where he will join his wife
ton to accept a position as atenogra
money Is to invest in real estate. We and expects to make his home.
pher.
have some of the best bargains in
o
Miss Lenora McWhorter, who has
W. H. Moses, A. M. Kent, and J. H. the Valley. See us. Carlton & Bell.
been
at the Woolverton
Parish came down from Acme Satur
The Spooner Dramatic Company business college,- left Sunday morning
day night for a short visit with many
arrived in Roswell from the South for her old home in San Angelo, havfriends.
Sunday and will be here for a two ing given up her position in Roswell.
weeks' engagement at The Majestic.
'
o
J. F. Boscoe and daughters, of the
The Roswell Gas and Ice Company
Hondo reservoir neighborhood came
O. C. Davis and wife, J. H. Garri has received Its new engine and comin- Saturday to spend a few days with
son and L. L. Powers came down pressor, the two most essential pieces
friends.
from Canyon City Saturday night to of machinery for making Ice. Work
spend a few days with Roswell friends on the plant is rapidly nearlng comAttorneys and Real Estate agents are
o
pletion.
advised that the Record office carries
kinds,
from
Valentines,
all
a large stock of all kinds of legal
The annual meeting of the stockIc to $3.00. Don't fail to see
blanks.
holders of the Roswell Oil Co. to
tf elect directors will be held in Room
them at the Racket Store.
J. P. Church left Sunday morning
Johnnie Peck, Chaves county's pop 4 Texas Block, Tuesday, February
on a business trip to Santa Fe and
assessor, returned last night 12, 1907, at 7:30 p. m. J. N. CHIP-LEular
part
points
of the
other
in the central
83tl2
,
Sec.
a two months' visit with his
from
territory.
o
mother and children at Lockhart, Tex
Mrs. J. W. (Bud) Wilson went to
Wm. L. Heitman, who has been here
Carlsbad Saturday night for a visit
two days on business, returned to his
with her son, Pearl Wilson. She al3o
home four miles south of Dexter Satwill stop off at Lakewood and Hagerurday night.
man on her return and be gone about
ten days.
A. J. Sneed, of Ft. Worth who has
been here in the interest of the Natio
W. P. Andersan, live stock agent
nal Coffee Co., left Sunday morning
FOR SALE.
of the Santa Fe, came in from the
for Portales.
FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G. north Saturday night and went to his
42tf
Skillmaa.
home in Lakewood to spend Sunday.
get
corn,
good
Now is the time to
oats, bran chops and hay, as our line FOR SALE: My place for sale. Ap He has been at the Denver cattlemens
Is complete. ROSWELL. TRADING ply Jack Fletcher, 109 N. Lea. S6t7 convention.
COMPANY.
160 acres patented
FOR SALE:
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Johnson and
Hondo land, $16 per acre. See Tom children left Sunday morning for At
G. B. Green returned to his home in
82t6
Davenport.
lantic, la., having received word of
Portales this morning after spending
Three or four miles the serioua illness of Mir. Johnson's
two days here on business. He had FOR SALE:
open woven wire fence. Apply Oa father. They may decide to remain
a severe sick spell with
tf. permanently
sis ranch, or phone 347.
while here.
in Iowa.
One rotary and drop
FOR SALE.
o
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
Mrs. George O'Conner, formerly of
29tf this city, passed through this morn
or write the Oasis Ranch.
ing on her way from Carlsbad to join
tent,
large
family
A
FOR SALE:
in firstclass condition. A bargain if her husband, brother and mother at
taken at once. Apply 112 South Lea Battle Mountain, Nevada, where they
will make their home.
3
Avenue.
o
FOR SALE:
Three burner gasoline
Dr. ' A. E., Crow, who has been here.
range, $10.00; 20 black Minorca two weeks
left Sunday morning for
hens 75c each. C. V. Childress, the his home in Uniontown, Pa. His wife
87t6
Water Man..
and her brother, S. P. Gordon, will
Col continue their visit. They are friends
lady's
wheel,
One
FOR SALE:
umbia chainless; one fine gentle of Rev. Mr. Alexander, D. D.
o
man's wheel, first class condition.
'
507 N. Missouri.
Rev. H. F. Vermillion returned Sun
day morning from Carlsbad.
He has
been there 12 days conducting a revi
FOR RENT.
val in the Carlsbad Baptist Church.
Furnished rooms. Ap- There were 30 professions of faith as
FOR RENT:
87t3
ply 508 N. Pecos.
a result of the meeting, which closed
Two front rooms, 204 Saturday night.
FOR RENT:
S. Penn. ave. Inquire P. V. Market.
85t5
J. E. Rucker, Jr., who has bean work
FOR RENT: Large Sunny Room for ing near Corora as imanager of the
two, also 'board. Phone 149, 719 N. W. R. Lovelace ranch, came in Satur85tf day to spend a month with his parents
Main St.
He has been laid up about a month
FOR RENT. Five room house, 107 as a result of a horse falling ou him
N. Lea. Apply A. Hanney, at First Na- and is here to recuperate.
85tf.
tional Bank.
A. ' L. Cherry, a driver and machinTwo furnished rooms,
FOR RENT:
ist
for the Roswell Automobile Co.,
with or without board. Apply 703
left tais morning for Denver, Colo.,
8Gt3
N. Richardson.
where he will accept a position in a
20 acre farm, six room large garage. He was accompanied by
FOR RENT:
house, artesian well. Terms reason-- , his
. G. W. Young, of Chiable. Apply 624 N. Main St. S4tS cago, who has been here visiting.

Father .Herbert left : this

for.

I,

if

NEW GOODS COM-- 1
1

NG

J

several shipments of
J Spring Goods. Among the new goods received, we are
HART, 5?
J now in a position to show you the
4I
SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHING, the latest styles in
STETSON'S HATS, the entire line of SELBY OXFORDS
I for ladies, and a handsome line of LADIES' MUSLIN
UNDERWEAR. Your critical inspection is desired. We
5
are still offering great reductions on MEN'S SUITS AND
OVERCOATS, LADIES' SUITS AND COATS.

4

few

days

we received

i

!

orrison Bros & Co I
A complete line of Crockery, Glassware, and notions, Just received.
S5tf.
Makln's.

book-keep-

-

W. C. Shippee, for several days a
guest of Dr. Edson, left this morning
Boellner,

cheaper.

the

Jeweler.

for Carlsbad.
has It

-

87tf

Are we going to have a barbecue
the cattlemen's convention? Ask
at
Cliff Glass, of Lake Arthur, was a
Phelps White.
Sunday visitor here.
Judge Emmett Patton went to
W. P. Littlefield went to his ranch
Saturday night to spend Sunnear Kenna this morning.
day at home.
Elliott, of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter
If you buy right you can always
Dexter, were in town today.
sell for a profit. Buy real estate from
George W. Cazier went to Amarll-l- Carlton & Bell.
this morning on business.
J. A. Evans, for two days a busin3ss
o
here, returned to Hagerman on
visitor
John Corn came in from Eden Val- Saturday
night.
ley Sunday for a visit with friends.
o
Roy H. Mook went to Lake Arthur
s
Dont fail to see our list of
Saturday night to remain two days
In this issue. Carlton & Bell.
with his father.
Call 'phone 425 when anything Is
R. E. Davis, of Artesia came up Sun
wanted ta the butcher line. 107 N.
morning to spend two lays with
day
Main.
86ti.
friends in Roswell.
Misses Tollison and Weder, of
C. N. Christenton, who has been
spent Sunday with Roswell
here several days prospecting, left
friends.
Sunday for Portales.
Miss West, of Brookfleld. Mo., who
was taken sick at the dance at the
Mrs. J. W. Walters, who has been
Military Institute Friday night, is re- visiting here and at Lakewood for
covering nioely and was able to be two months, left this morning for her
up today.
home in Shawnee, O. T.
n

o

.

bar-gtJn-

Ar-tesi-

'Ids.

Classified

heart-troubl- e

85-t-

Mr. Harry Jaffa Writes
From New York City.

Look out for the largest and
best stock of
Up-to-d-

ate

step-brothe- r,

Merchandise

WANTED.

Ever displayed in Roswell.
Goods arriving daily,

Jaffa, Prager

&

Co.

Miss Maud

Giddings,

who

came

here last fall to visit her cousin, Miss
Minnie Page, and to teach The Farms
school east of town, has been very
ill with malaria and jaundice and the
past few days has grown steadily
worse. Yesterday she was taken to
St, Mary's hospital. School has been
dismissed at The Farms until she is
able to resume her duties.

. First
class job printer wanted at
the Record office.'
Room with convenienWANTED:
ces, "where 'there are no sick people.
85t3
P. O. Box"275.
WANTED:
Gentleman or lady to
travel for mercantile house of
large capital. Territory at home or
abroad ' to suit. If desirable the
Makin's Specials for Tuesday.
' home may
be used as headquarters.
10
bars Laundry or 7 bars Toilet
year
per
Weekly salary of $1,000
'
Soap,
25c.
and expenses. Address Joseph A.
10c spool Crochet Silk for 5c.
Alexander, Roswell, N. M.
1

-

It

a in

i

The kinds that stretch evenly over

uneven

land, making a fence uniform in every respect.
All widths from

26 to 58 inch

in

garden.

Field and Lawn Fence

Poultry netting, galvanized before weaving,
in widths from 12 inches up.

GOOD

GOVERNMENT

MEETING.

been fitted up by the Knights of the
Maccabees as a hall, and makes a
fine court room.
Judge Welter's first official act was
to marry a couple, Andrew Esser and
Lizzie Mills. The wedding occurred
this morning at eleven o'clock at the
home of George Woods in East Ros
well. The couple will reside at Acme,
where the groom is employed. Judge
Welter performed the ceremony with
remarkable composure and dignity,
considering that it was his first wedding. However,
he was not brave
enough to claim his right of kissing
the bride.

Will Be Held Next Week to Forward
the Work of Reformation.
held in the
A meeting will be
court house some night next week
for the purpose of taking some action
on the move for good government
that has been started by Governor
Herbert J. Hagerman. Several prominent citizens are interested in holding the meeting to show the Governor
and the rest of the Territory how
Roswell stands .on the reform proposition. A program will be prepared, upon which Rev. E. McQueen Gray, of
Carlsbad, will be the principal speaker. The program and date of (the meet- GIRL BEING TREATED
ing will be announced later.
FOR HYDROPHOBIA.
I. J. Ballard, of Lake Arthur, is in
MRS. WOODWARD
having his 11 year old daughDIES AT PHOENIX. Roswell
ter,
Bessie,
treated for St. Vitus' dance
Several Roswell people received
hydrophobia.
wk
About six
telegrams this morning announcing and
ago
dog
which
by
a
was
she
bitten
the death of Mrs. W. R. Woodward, some children had brought 1o school
Adjutant Woodward, at
wife of
thought to have hul
Phoenix, A. T., yesterday afternoon. and the animal is
girl has shown plainly
Her death occurred just two weeks rabies, forIs the
afflicted with hydrophobia.
she
after her arrival there. It was caused that
being
After
treated here for a fow
by tuberculosis.
spent sixteen days to prepare her for the t rip. mit
Woodward
Mrs.
will take her to St. Louis that
months in Roswell, working with her father
may
she
be given the pasture cure
husband in the Salvation Army work
hydrophobia.
here. She made many friends in this for
city, not only among the Salvation
Army people, but also with .the other NEW BANK SOON
AT LAKE ARTHUR
people of the town. Much regret was
J. A. Edwards; of Ix'ike
Arthur,
felt when she and Adjutant Woodward were sent to Phoenix, and now passed through Sunday morning on
the news of her death has brought his way to his old home in Cinyo-- i
Texas, for a short business visit
sorrow to all who knew her.
The messages did not say where the and reported that part of the contracts
had been let for the purpose of makfuneral was to be.
ing a home for a new bank that is to
be established at Lake Arthur. Mr.
CAUGHT
LON REYNOLDS
AT ALAMOGORDO. Edward's will own a controlling inier-es- t
in the stock of the institm ion. Pie
Lon Reynolds, who escaped from
the county jail here last Thursday foundation for the new building was
evening by sliding down a rope that commenced this morning.
is supposed to have been given him
People Should Open Homes.
by his wife, who visited 'him that
and is
day, has been
Before many days the commutes
now being brought back to Roswell. in charge will call at the homes of
Guy Herbert was sent out after Rey- every citizen of Roswell to ascertain
nolds, and Sheriff Ballard received a how many of the visiting cattlemen
message this morning from him say- each will entertain during the cattleing that he had captured his man men's convention. The people will be
and was on his way home with him. paid for their trouble, and the comThe message was sent from Alamo-gordo- . mittee and cattlemen as well will re-Reynolds was serving time for grateful for the entertainment in adcontempt of court and also awaiting dition to paying iilerally for it. All
trial on the charge of cattle stealing. who can should open their homes
and assist in extending the city's hosREV. H. F. VERMILLION'S
pitality.
BROTHER-IN-LAKILLED
Rev. Henry F. Vermillion, pastor of
The Wool Market.
the Baptist church, received a teleSt. Louis, Feb. 4. Wool steady.
gram this morning announcing that Territory and western mediums. 2:!1?.
his brother-in-law- ,
Isaac Snow, was 28; fine medium, 18fi20; fine, l.fi 17.
killed yesterday afternoon by falling
Chairman George Slaughter, of the
under a moving train at Greenville
Texas. The funeral occurred today Executive Committee of the Cattleand Mr. Vermillion had no time to men's Convention, has called a meetgo to the service. The deceased was ing of the railroad rate committee,
in the employ of the M. K. & T. rail to be held this evening at 7:P.o in
road as a trainman, and is supposed the rooms of the Roswell Commercial
to have been engaged in the dis- Club.
charge of his duties when killed. He
Two automobiles were required to
was a young man, and the husband
carry the passengers to Torrance this
of Mr. Vermillion's sister.
afternoon. Most of the passengers
NEW TOWNSHIP OFFICERS
were commercial travelers and stranBEGIN THEIR DUTIES. gers.
All the new constables and justices of the peace In the county took
Jim Blanton, the sheep breeder,
their oaths and began their duties , came in from Ned more on the auto
today. In Roswell A. J. Welter took today.
the place of justice, and Jim Taylor
put on the badge of constable. Judge
J. D. Christopher, of Carlsbad, came
Welter has opened an office m the up this morning on business.
building on east Third 3treet; formerWe need 100 pairs good second hand
ly used as a meeting place for the
Salvation Army. This . building has Shoes. Highest price. Makin's. 84tf
1

JOB PRINTER WANTED.

LOST.

First-clas-

s

Job Printer Wanted

Little boy's black overcoat.
Office.
84t5 at tbe Record
Return to Record office.
LOST:
Pocketbook containing sevU. 8. WEATHER BUREAU.
eral bills and a small change purse
(Local Report.)
with some change, also visiting
Roswell, N. M., Feb. 4. Temperacards, one with memorandum on
34.
the back. Liberal reward for return ture. Max., .48; mln, 20; mean,
Precipitation, 00; wind S. EL, veloc87tf
to Record office. '
ity 4 miles; partly cloudy.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
FOUND.
.
Partly cloudy tonight and Tuesday;
owner warmer tonight.
FOUND: a bunch of keys,
v it. WRIGHT,
may have same by proving property
OfldaJ la Chars.
87t3
and paying for this ad.
LOST:

.

.

x

4

unci

--

Main Street.

313-31- 5

"

"

well-kno-

ft!

.eka

-

!
In the last

a-

Floor Oil
75c Per Gallon
Hughes' Paints
Best Ever

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

